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All questions are compulsory.
Note : (i)
(ii) All questions carry equal weightage.
1.

Answer the following question in about
600 words.
What are the features of Indian English ? Is there
a need for standard Indian English ? Why ?
OR
Why is a daily lesson plan required ? Discuss the
three important components of a lesson plan in
terms of their relevance and significance.

2.

Answer the following question in about
600 words.
What is the difference between listening for
perception and listening for comprehension ?
Exemplify, giving two activities of each type.
Organize these activities in terms of the three
stages of a listening class.
OR
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What are the factors that a teacher needs to be
aware of in order to develop writing skills in
students ? Exemplify by suggesting two activities
at the sentence - level.

3.

Answer any four of the following questions in
about 150 words each.
(a)

Discuss problems of teaching English in
India with special reference to the
post-independence phase.

(b)

What is cognitive style ? Discuss the
different types of cognitive style.

(c)

Discuss the role of motivation in second
language learning.

(d)

Why do you think pair work and group
work is better than a 'teacher - front'
classroom ?

(e)

How is speaking different from writing ?
What implications does this have for a
teacher ?

(f)

What factors should you take into account
when you are teaching the speaking skill in
the classroom ?

(g)

What is the criterian that should be adopted
when selecting texts for intensive reading ?
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4.

Write in about 600 words.
What are the current trends in teaching
grammar ? How would you make grammar
teaching interesting to the students ? Exemplify,
with special reference to grammar games.
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